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Abstract
Let G = (V;E) be a digraph with a distinguished set of terminal vertices K  V and a
vertex s 2 K . We dene the s;K-diameter of G as the maximum distance between s and
any of vertices of K. If the arcs fail randomly and independently with known probabilities
(vertices are always operational), the Diameter-constrained s;K-terminal reliability of G,
R
s;K
(G;D), is dened as the probability that surviving arcs span a subgraph whose s;K-
diameter does not exceed D [5, 11].
A graph invariant called the domination of a graphG was introduced by Satyanarayana
and Prabhakar [13] to generate the non-canceling terms of the classical reliability expres-
sion, R
s;K
(G), based on the same reliability model (i.e. arcs fail randomly and indepen-
dently and where nodes are perfect), and dened as the probability that the surviving
arcs span a subgraph of G with unconstrained nite s;K-diameter. This result allowed
the generation of rapid algorithms for the computation of R
s;K
(G).
In this paper we present a characterization of the diameter-constrained s;K-terminal
reliability domination of a digraph G = (V;E) with terminal set K = V , and for any
diameter bound D, and, as a result, we solve the classical reliability domination, as a
specic case. Moreover we also present a rapid algorithm for the evaluation of R
s;V
(G;D).
KEYWORDS: Reliability, networks, diameter, domination.
1 Introduction
The components of a communication network (e.g. nodes, communication links) may be subject
to random failures. Failures may arise from natural catastrophes (e.g. hurricanes), component
wearout, or action of intentional enemies.
A communication network can be modeled by a graph (digraph) G = (V;E) where V and E
are the set of vertices and edges (arcs) respectively of G. Moreover the probabilities of failure
of the network components could be represented by assigning probabilities of failure to the
vertices and/or edges (arcs) of its underlying graph (digraph). In this paper we will be only
concerned with digraphs without self-loops.
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A widely used probabilistic model is the one where the edges (arcs) fail randomly and
independently with known probabilities, and where the vertices are always operational; and
from this point on, when we mention a probabilistic graph (digraph), we will refer to a graph
(digraph) using this model.
Let G = (V;E) be a digraph with a distinguished set K  V , and vertex s 2 K. For
vertices s; v 2 V let a s; v-dipath P of G be represented by a sequence of distinct vertices
< s = u
1
; u
2
; : : : ; u
r+1
= v >, where (u
j
; u
j+1
) 2 E, for 1  j  r. Furthermore let the
length L(P ) of P be r. We also represent a directed cycle (dicycle) as a sequence of vertices
< u
1
; u
2
; : : : ; u
r+1
= u
1
>, where (u
j
; u
j+1
) 2 E, and where all the vertices are distinct with the
exception of the rst and last vertices of the sequence. The distance from vertex s to vertex u in
G, denoted as dist
G
(s; u), is the length of the shortest s; u-dipath in G, and the s;K-diameter
the maximum distance from s to any vertex u 2 K.
Let G = (V;E) be a probabilistic digraph, with terminal vertex set K, vertex s 2 K,
and diameter bound D. The Diameter-constrained s;K-terminal reliability is dened as the
probability that surviving arcs span a subgraph of G whose s;K-diameter does not exceed D,
or equivalently, as the probability that for each vertex u 2 K, there exists an operating s; u-
dipath from s to u of at most D arcs. This reliability measure subsumes the classical reliability
R
s;K
(G) of a probabilistic digraph G, known as the Source-to-K-terminal reliability, dened on
the same probabilistic model (arcs fail independently with known probabilities, and vertices are
always operational); R
s;K
(G) is the probability that the surviving arcs span a subgraph where
there exists an operational s; u-dipath between s and u, u 2 K. By noting that the longest
s; u-dipath in G is of at most n   1 arcs, where n is the number of nodes of G, then R
s;K
(G)
is equal to R
s;K
(G;D) for D = n  1.
One particular application of the diameter-constrained reliability measure is when in a
directed network (modeled by a digraph G = (V;E)), the arcs fail randomly and independently,
and the transmissions between a root-vertex s and any vertex in a distinguished subset K are
required to experience a maximum delay DT (where T is the delay experienced at single node or
edge); then the probability that after random failures of the communication arcs, the surviving
network meets the maximum delay requirement is precisely R
s;K
(G;D).
That is the case in Multicasting-routing with end-to-end delay constraints, where a source
node must broadcast messages to a set of destination nodes in a network (e.g. teleconference).
This problem can be modeled as a digraph with a source node s, a set M of destination nodes,
and where each arc is assigned a weight corresponding to the delay to be experienced by a
packet traveling along this arc.
Extensive research has been done in this area (see [4, 9, 12, 14]) in order to construct Steiner
trees containing the source s and the destination nodes (i.e. terminal nodes), in such a way
that a packet traveling from the source to a terminal node meets the delay constraints. To our
knowledge none of these studies take into account the operational probability of the network
components, thus the R
s;K
(G;D) measure may be applied to determine the suitability of a
network to meet end-to-end delay constraints.
A graph invariant called reliability domination of a graph G was originally introduced by
Satyanarayana and Prabhakar [13] for the classical reliability, which has since been explored
by several researchers in reliability theory [1, 2, 3, 7, 8]. The reliability domination plays
an important role, allowing to eÆciently implement the principle of Inclusion-Exclusion of
probability theory applied to the evaluation of the reliability. This result was further studied
and generalized for more general reliability systems.
In Section 2 we introduce some basic notation and denitions that will be used in the
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following sections. In Section 3 we present a characterization of the Source-to-all-terminal
diameter-constrained reliability domination. In Section 4 we present a rapid algorithm for
the computation of R
s;V
(G;D). Finally in Section 5 we present some conclusions and open
problems.
The notation in this paper follows that of Harary [6], unless otherwise noted.
2 Preliminaries
Consider a digraph G = (V;E), with terminal set K  V and vertex s 2 K. The indegree of
a vertex u 2 V , denoted as ind
G
(u), is the number of arcs directed into u, and the outdegree,
out
G
(u), is the number of arcs directed outward. A tree T of a digraph G is a connected
subgraph with no cycles, independently of the direction of the arcs. A rooted tree T = (V
0
; E
0
)
of a digraph G, rooted at s 2 V
0
, is a tree of G with ind
T
(s) = 0 and ind
T
(u) = 1, for any
u 2 V
0
  fsg. A K-tree T = (V
0
; E
0
) of a digraph G is a rooted tree, rooted at s, covering all
the vertices of K 2 V
0
, such that any pendant vertex u (i.e. out
T
(u) = 0) of T must belong to
K. In addition, a K-tree whose s;K-diameter is at most D, will be called a D;K-tree. From
this point on, when refering to a D;K-tree, we will assumed that it is rooted at s.
Before looking at the Diameter-constrained reliability of a digraph, we need additional
denitions and notation.
(i). Let G = (V;E;P(E)) be a probabilistic digraph with a distinguished set K  V , vertex
s 2 K, and D 2 Z
+
, with 1  D  n   1, where n = jV j, and where P : E 7! [0; 1]
are the operational probabilities of the arcs in set E. For ease of notation, we represent
the operational probability of an arc x 2 E as p(x) = 1  q(x) (q(x) is the probability of
failure).
(ii). Let the sample space 
 represent the set of all possible subsets of E, corresponding to
sets of operational arcs (i.e. 
 = 2
E
).
(iii). Under the assumption of independent arc failures, each H 2 
 has occurrence probability
P (H) =
Y
x2H
p(x)
Y
x=2H
q(x):
(iv). H 2 
 is a pathset or operating state if H spans a subgraph whose s;K-diameter is at
most D.
(v). Let O
D
K
(E) = fH 2 
 : H is a pathset g.
(vi). An operating state H of O
D
K
(E) is called a minpath if H  fx
i
g =2 O
D
K
(E), for all x
i
2 H.
From the denition of R
s;K
(G;D) and denition (v) one gets
R
s;K
(G;D) = Pr
0
@
[
H2O
D
K
(E)
H
1
A
=
X
H2O
D
K
(E)
Y
x2H
p(x)
Y
x=2H
q(x): (1)
It is clear that a superset H
0
of a pathset H is also a pathset, by noting that adding arcs
to a state does not increase its s;K-diameter. A consequence of this fact is that any operating
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state must contain a minpath (see denition (vi)), thus R
s;K
(G;D) is the probability that all
the arcs of at least one minpath are operating.
For a digraph G = (V;E), terminal set K, and vertex s 2 K, let M = fM
1
;M
2
; : : : ;M
l
g
be the set of minpaths of O
D
K
(E). Dene E
i
to be the event that all the arcs of M
i
operate.
By Inclusion-Exclusion we obtain
R
s;K
(G;D) = Pr
 
l
[
i=1
E
i
!
=
X
i
Pr(E
i
) 
X
i<j
Pr(E
i
E
j
) + : : :
+( 1)
l+1
Pr(E
1
E
2
: : : E
l
): (2)
where the event E
i
E
j
: : : E
m
is the event that all the arcs of the subgraph obtained by the union
of M
i
;M
j
; : : : ;M
m
are operating.
An immediate consequence of Equation 2 is that if an arc x of a graph G does not belong
to any minpath of M, then R
K
(G;D) = R
K
(G  x;D).
The next two lemmas give a characterization of the minpaths M of O
D
K
(E); due to space
limitations, we do not include the proofs (which are left for the reader).
Lemma 1 For a digraph G = (V;E), with terminal set K, vertex s 2 K, and bound D, if M
is a minpath of G then every vertex u (terminal or non-terminal) of M can be reached from s
by a s; u-dipath.
Lemma 2 For a digraph G = (V;E), terminal set K, vertex s 2 K, and a bound D, then M
is a minpath of G if and only if it is a D;K-tree.
A digraph G = (V;E) with K  V , s 2 K, and bound D is called a D;K-digraph, if
every arc of G lies in some D;K-tree. Let F
D;K
(G) be the collection of D;K-trees of G. A
formation F of G is a collection of D;K-trees of G whose union constitutes the set of arcs E
of G. A formation is odd or even depending on whether F contains an odd or even number of
trees, respectively. The signed domination of a digraph G = (V;E), denoted d(E;F
D;K
(G)),
with respect to a given subset K 2 V , s 2 K, and bound D, is the number of odd minus
the even number of formations of G. In Equation (2), we are only concerned with subgraphs
obtained by the union of minpaths. As we showed previously, for the Diameter-constrained K-
terminal reliability of a digraph G, with terminal set K, vertex s 2 K, and diameter bound D,
the minpaths are D;K-trees, and the subgraphs are D;K-digraphs. The same D;K-digraph
can be obtained from dierent formations; this means that it may appear in Equation (2)
more than once, sometimes with positive sign, and others with negative sign, depending if the
corresponding formation has an odd or or an even number of D;K-trees. Thus using these
facts and the above denitions, we can rewrite Equation (2) as
R
s;K
(G;D) =
X
H2H
d(E(H);F
D;K
(H))Pr(H) (3)
where H is the class of all D;K-digraphs of G, V (H) and E(H) are the node set and arc set
of H respectively, and Pr(H) is the probability that the arcs of H are operative.
The notion of domination was introduced in [13] in the classical reliability context for the
specic case K = fs; tg, and was further studied for general systems. Let E be a nite set, and
P (E) be the power set of E. A nonempty subset C  P (E) is called a clutter of E if for any
two elements C
1
; C
2
2 C, whenever C
1
 C
2
, then C
1
= C
2
. A pair (E; C) will be referred to
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as a system and a system is coherent if each element of E is contained in some element of C.
The signed domination of the system (E; C), denoted d(E; C), is also dened as the number of
odd formations minus the number of even formations of E, where a formation is a collection
of elements of C whose union yield E. A non-coherent system has no formations, so its signed
domination is 0.
The clutters associated with the success and failure of a specic element x 2 E are dened
as follows: Let C   x = fC   x : C 2 Cg and C
 x
= fC 2 C : x =2 Cg. Now C
 x
is clearly
a clutter but C   x may not be one. We dene C
+x
to be the collection of elements of C   x
which are not proper supersets of some element of C   x. For an element x 2 E, C
 x
and C
+x
are called the minors with respect to x of C. Huseby [7, 8] showed the following result:
Theorem 1 If (E; C) is a system, with x 2 E, and minors C
 x
and C
+x
of C, then d(E; C) =
d(E   fxg; C
+x
)  d(E   fxg; C
 x
).
For the case of the diameter-constrained reliability, for a digraph G = (V;E), with vertex
s 2 K, F
D;K
(G) is the set of clutter elements, and we denominate this set using the standard
notation C; also we refer to d(E;F
D;K
(G)) as d
D;K
(G). In addition, let x be an arc of G, then
T is a D;K-tree of G such that x is not an arc of T i T is a D;K-tree of G   x. Thus
d
D;K
(G  x) = d(E   fxg; C
 x
).
In the next section we characterize the Source-to-all-terminal diameter-constrained reliabil-
ity domination.
3 Characterization of the Source-to-all-terminal diameter-
constrained reliability domination
In this section we are concerned with the characterization of Source-to-all-terminal diameter-
constrained reliability domination of a probabilistic digraph G = (V;E) with source s 2 V and
when K = V , for a bound D, 1  D  jV j   1. It is noted that a V -tree is in this case a
rooted spanning tree, rooted at s, and a D; V -tree is a rooted spanning tree, rooted at s, whose
s; V -diameter is at most D.
For a digraph G = (V;E), with terminal set K = V , and distinguished vertex s, we say that
G is s; V -connected if there exists in G a s; u-dipath for every u 2 V . If G has ind
G
(s) = 0,
we will denominate this graph s-rooted, and from this point on we will be only concerned with
s-rooted digraphs, since if that is not the case, then d
D;V
(G) = 0, as stated in the following
claim:
Claim 1 Suppose that G = (V;E) is a digraph with terminal set K = V , and vertex s. If
ind
G
(s) > 0 then d
D;K
(G) = 0.
In preparation for the main results in this chapter, we dene the following operations in a
digraph G = (V;E), with distinguished vertex s.
 SP(G) If there exists a vertex u 2 V   fsg, such that ind
G
(u) > 1 and dist
G
(s; u) 
dist
G
(s; v) for v 2 V   s, with ind
G
(v) > 1, this operation returns a s; u-dipath P
s;u
=<
s = u
1
; u
2
; : : : ; u
i 1
; u
i
= u > of length L(P
s;u
) = dist
G
(s; u); if there is no such vertex,
this operation returns the empty set, ;.
 LP(G). If G is s; V connected, this operation returns the length of the longest dipath
from s to any vertex u 2 V ; otherwise it returns 1.
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The following lemma plays an important role:
Lemma 3 Let G = (V;E) be a s-rooted digraph with terminal set K = V . Suppose that
P
s;u
=< s = u
1
; u
2
; : : : ; u
i 1
; u
i
= u > is the dipath returned by operation SP(G), and let
x = (u
i 1
; u), then d
D;V
(G) =  d
D;V
(G  x).
Proof. Let x
0
6= x be an arc directed into u, and suppose that T
0
= (V;E
0
) is a D; V -tree of G
such that x
0
is an arc of T
0
. Considering Theorem 1, we must show that d(E fxg; C
+x
) = 0, or
equivalently that the system (E   fxg; C
+x
) is not coherent. Consider the following two cases:
1. Suppose that i   1  2. Since dist
G
(s; u) is the smallest possible distance between s
and a node v of G for which ind
G
(v) > 1, then ind
G
(u
j
) = 1, for 2  j  i   1. Thus
every V -tree (not necessarily of s; V -diameter less or equal D) must contain the path
< s = u
1
; u
2
; : : : ; u
i 1
>, and T = T
0
 x
0
+x is a V -tree of G. Moreover since P
s;u
is one
of the shortest dipaths between s and u in G, then T is a D; V -tree.
2. Suppose s = u
1
= u
i 1
, then clearly T = T
0
  x
0
+ x is also a D; V -tree of G.
Thus from 1. and 2. one gets T   x = T
0
  x
0
2 C   x. Also T
0
2 C   x, but T
0
  x
0
 T
0
thus T
0
62 C
+x
. Therefore we conclude that no elements of C
+x
contains x
0
, and the system
(E   x; C
+x
) is not coherent. QED
We will also characterize s-rooted digraphs for which SP(G) does not return a (s; u)-dipath
(i.e. SP(G) returns ;).
Lemma 4 Let G = (V;E) be a s-rooted digraph with K = V , and e = jEj  n = jV j. If
SP(G) returns ;, then G is not s; V -connected.
Proof. Suppose that SP(G) = ; and G is s; V -connected, then there exists a (s; v)-dipath
8v 2 V . Since SP(G) returns ;, it must be the case that ind
G
(v) = 1; 8v 2 V , otherwise
SP(G) will return a dipath. Thus there exists an unique (s; v)-dipath for v 2 V . Therefore G
is a s-rooted spanning tree and e = n  1, a contradiction. QED
The following lemma is obtained from the contraposite of Lemma 4.
Lemma 5 Let G = (V;E) be a s-rooted digraph, with K = V , and e = jEj  n = jV j. If G is
s; V -connected then SP(G) returns a dipath.
It is also noted that among the digraphs G such that d
D;V
(G) = 0 we can include the
following:
Claim 2 If G is not s; V -connected then d
D;V
(G) = 0.
Before introducing the following lemma, we say that a digraph G is cyclic if G contains a
directed cycle (dicycle), and G is acyclic if it does not contain one.
Lemma 6 Suppose that G = (V;E) is a s-rooted cyclic digraph.
Suppose that P
s;u
=< s = u
1
; u
2
; : : : ; u
i 1
; u
i
= u > is the dipath returned from operation
SP(G), and let x = (u
i 1
; u), then G  x is also cyclic.
Proof. Let U = fs = u
1
; u
2
; : : : ; u
i 1
g. Since ind
G
(v) = 1, for v 2 U   fsg, then the vertex
u
i 1
can only be reached by a dipath in G from a vertex in U . If x = (u
i 1
; u) belongs to a
dicycle in G, this dicycle must be of the form < u
i 1
; u; v
1
; v
2
; : : : ; v
j
= u
i 1
>, which implies
that either ind
G
(s) > 0 or some vertex v in U   fsg must have ind
G
(v) > 1; a contradiction.
Therefore G  x is also cyclic. QED
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Lemma 7 Suppose that G = (V;E) is a s-rooted, s; V -connected acyclic digraph. Suppose that
P
s;u
=< s = u
1
; u
2
; : : : ; u
i 1
; u
i
= u > is the dipath retuned from operation SP(G), and let
x = (u
i 1
; u), then
(a) G  x is also s rooted, s; V -connected and acyclic, and
(b) LP(G) = LP(G  x).
Proof. We rst note that LP(G) takes a nite value because we are assuming that G is s; V -
connected.
To prove (a) consider an arc x
0
6= x, such that x
0
= (w; u). If G   x is not s; V -connected,
then there is not a (s; u)-dipath in G  x. Also there is not a (s; w)-dipath in G  x, otherwise
there would exist a dipath between s and u. Thus any (s; w)-dipath in G must be of the form
< s = u
1
; u
2
; : : : ; u
i 1
; u; v
1
; : : : ; w >, that is, this path must include the path P
s;u
, because the
arc x can be only be reached using this path. Since (w; u) is an arc then < u; v
1
; : : : ; w; u >
forms a dicycle in G; a contradiction since G is acyclic.
To show (b), let P
s;t
be a dipath in G of length LP(G) and let x
0
6= x be an arc such that
x
0
= (w; u). If x is not an arc of the path P
s;t
, then LP(G) = LP(G  x), since G  x contains
P
s;t
.
Next suppose that x is contained in every dipath of G of length LP(G). Let P
s;t
=< s =
u; u
1
; : : : ; u
i 1
; u
i
= u; v
1
; : : : ; v
k
= t > (i.e. this dipath must contain the path P
s;u
, because
the arc x can only be reached using this path) be a dipath of length LP(G). Also let P
s;w
=<
s = w
1
; w
2
; : : : ; w
r
= w > be a s; w-dipath in G. We rst note that u is not a vertex of
the dipath P
s;w
, otherwise G will contain a dicycle (since x
0
= (w; u) is an arc), thus w 6= t.
Suppose that in G the set of vertices of the dipath P
s;w
, fs = w
1
; w
2
; : : : ; w
r
= wg intercepts
the subset of vertices of the dipath P
s;t
, fu; v
1
; : : : ; v
k
= tg. Let j be the largest index in the set
fs = w
1
; w
2
; : : : ; w
r
= wg such that w
j
is also a vertex v
m
of the subset fu; v
1
; : : : ; v
k
= tg (i.e.
the last vertex of P
s;w
to intercept the dipath P
s;t
). But then < w
j
; w
j+1
; : : : ; w; u; v
1
; : : : ; w
j
=
v
m
> is a dicycle, a contradiction since G is acyclic. Thus fs = w
1
; w
2
; : : : ; w
r
= wg \
fu; v
1
; : : : ; v
k
= tg = ;. Therefore P =< s = w
1
; w
2
; : : : ; w
r
= w; u; v
1
; : : : ; v
k
= t > is a
dipath of G not containing the arc x. Let P
0
=< s = w
1
; w
2
; : : : ; w
k
= w; u > be a dipath of
G. But L(P
s;u
)  L(P
0
) (since P
s;u
is the shortest path between s and u), thus L(P
s;t
)  L(P ).
This contradicts the hypothesis that every dipath of length LP(G) must contain the arc x.
Thus there exists a dipath of G of length LP(G) not containing x, allowing us to conclude that
LP(G) = LP(G  x). QED
We are ready to show the main results:
Theorem 2 Let G = (V;E) be a s-rooted cyclic digraph with terminal set K = V , e = jEj
arcs, n = jV j vertices, n > 2, and let D be the diameter bound. Then d
D;V
(G) = 0.
Proof. If G is rooted at s, and n <= 2, then G is not cyclic; we will consider all s-rooted
cyclic digraphs with n > 2 vertices. We proceed by induction on e = jEj.
Basis. Let e = n  1. In this case since G is cyclic, then it is not s; V -connected, because the
only s; V -connected digraph with this number of arcs is a s-rooted spanning tree. Thus from
Claim 2, d
D;V
(G) = 0.
Inductive Step. Suppose the hypothesis is true for digraphs with n vertices and e = m 1 arcs,
with m  1  n  1.
Suppose G is a s-rooted digraph with n vertices and e = m > n  1 arcs.
If SP(G) does not return a dipath, then by Lemma 4, G is not s; V -connected, thus from
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Claim 2, one gets d
D;V
(G) = 0.
Next suppose that SP(G) returns a dipath P
s;u
. By Lemma 3, d
D;V
(G) =  d
D;V
(G   x)
where x = (u
i 1
; u) is the last arc of the dipath P
s;u
. But from Lemma 6, G  x is also cyclic.
Moreover G x has n vertices andm 1 arcs, thus from the inductive step, G x has domination
d
D;V
(G  x) = 0, allowing us to conclude that d
D;V
(G) = 0. QED
Theorem 3 Let G = (V;E) be a s-rooted, s; V -connected acyclic digraph with terminal set
K = V , e = jEj arcs, n = jV j vertices, and let D be the diameter bound, then
d
D;V
(G) =

( 1)
e n+1
: LP(G)  D
0 : otherwise
Proof. We will consider all s-rooted, s; V -connected acyclic digraphs with n vertices. We
proceed by induction on e = jEj.
Basis. Let e = n  1. In this case since G is acyclic, the only s-rooted, s; V -connected digraph
with this number of arcs is a s-rooted spanning tree. Thus if LP(G)  D, then G is aD; V -tree,
thus d
D;V
(G) = 1. If LP(G) > D, then G is not a D; V -tree, thus d
D;V
= 0.
Inductive Step. Suppose the hypothesis is true for digraphs with n vertices and e = m 1 arcs,
with m  1  n  1.
Suppose G is a s-rooted, s; V -connected acyclic digraph with n vertices and e = m > n   1
arcs. But from Lemma 5, SP(G) 6= ; (i.e. there will be a P
s;u
dipath returned by operation
SP(G)). By Lemma 3, d
D;V
(G) =  d
D;V
(G   x) where x = (u
i 1
; u) is the last arc of the
dipath P
s;u
. Moreover from Lemma 7, G   x is also s; V -connected acyclic, and the longest
dipath has length LP(G  x) = LP(G). Moreover G  x has n vertices and m  1 arcs. From
the inductive step, if LP(G   x) = LP(G) > D, G   x has domination d
D;V
(G   x) = 0,
therefore d
D;V
(G) = 0.
If LP(G x) = LP(G)  D, d
D;V
(G x) = ( 1)
(e 1) n+1
, and since d
D;V
(G) =  d
D;V
(G x),
then we conclude that d
D;V
(G) = ( 1)
e n+1
. QED
By employing the results of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 in Equation (3), there follows a
very signicant simplication of the D; V -subgraphs of a digraph G that will contribute to the
reliability; we should only be concerned with s-rooted, s; V -connected acyclic digraphs of the
original digraph G, whose longest s; u-dipath length do not exceed D. In the next section we
present an algorithm that generates these digraphs.
4 The algorithm
This section gives an algorithm for eÆciently generating all s-rooted, s; V -connected acyclic
D; V -digraphs of an original digraph G, where the length of their longest s; u-dipaths do not
exceed D.
As a rst step, we assume that G is s-rooted. If this is not the case we can simply delete
any arc directed into s, obtaining a s-rooted digraph.
The algorithm has four stages.
(a) Determine if G is s; V connected. If G is not s; V -connected, then we do not generate
any subgraphs from G.
(b) If G contains a dicycle, generate acyclic subgraphs of G.
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(c) If G is acyclic, determine if LP(G) > D. If that is the case, generate all possible acyclic
subgraphs G
0
of G such that LP(G
0
)  D.
(d) If G is acyclic and LP(G)  D, then generate all possible subgraphs of G.
Generation of duplicate subgraphs at all stages is completely avoided by a simple check.
The algorithm grows a rooted directed tree with the following properties:
1. Vertices represent nonempty subgraphs of G, the root vertex being G itself. Any vertex,
say k, corresponds one-to-one with the subgraph G
k
which is of one of the following four
types: a) No s; V -connected, b) s; V -connected and cyclic, c) s; V -connected, acyclic, and
LP(G) > D, d) s; V -connected, acyclic, and LP(G)  D.
2. A arc directed from vertex i to vertex j of the tree is labeled with the arc deleted from
G
i
to obtain G
j
.
Additional Denitions (directed tree generation):
Father (Child): Vertex i(j) is the father (child) of j(i) when there exists an arc directed from
i to j.
Ancestor: Vertex i is the ancestor to j when i is contained in the path from the root ver-
tex to j (i 6= j).
Brother: Vertices having the same father are termed brothers.
Younger (Elder) Brother: A vertex i is the younger (elder) brother of vertex j, if the algo-
rithm generates the children of vertex i later (earlier) than the children of vertex j.
Rooted Directed Tree Generation:
Starting from the root vertex, the algorithm grows the tree progressively generating children,
if any, of every vertex. There are four rules for generating the children of vertex k, depending
on the nature of G
k
.
Rule 1 G
k
is not s; V -connected. In this case G
k
does not generate any children.
Rule 2 G
k
is s; V -connected and cyclic. Consider a dicycle C inG
k
containing the arcs e
1
; e
2
; : : : ; e
c
.
Then G
k
j
= G
k
  e
j
, (j = 1; 2; : : : ; c), is a child of G
k
, provided e
j
\X = ;, where X is
the label of the arc incident into any elder brother of k or elder brother of an ancestor of
k. Determination of a dicycle is determined by application of Depth First Search (applied
in Rule 1). Clearly a state G
k
  e
j
where e
j
does not belong to the dicycle C, contains
also C, thus by Theorem 2, d
D;V
(G
k
  e
j
) = 0, so it is not necessary to generate this
state.
Rule 3 G
k
is s; V -connected, acyclic, and LP(G
k
) > D. Consider a longest s; u-dipath L in G
k
containing the arcs e
1
; e
2
; : : : ; e
l
. Then G
k
j
= G
k
  e
j
, (j = 1; 2; : : : ; l), is a child of G
k
,
provided e
j
\X = ;, where X is the label of the arc incident into any elder brother of k
or elder brother of an ancestor of k. Determination of a longest s; u-dipath is determined
by application of the PERT algorithm (see for example [10]) which is of time complexity
O(jV j + jEj) for digraphs. It is noted that is not necessary to consider a state G
k
  e
j
where e
j
does not belong to the dipath L, because G
k
  e
j
is either not s; V -connected
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and its domination is 0 (see Claim 2), or it is s; V -connected and contains the path L of
length greater than D, and by Theorem 3 its domination is also 0.
Rule 4 G
k
is s; V -connected, acyclic, and LP(G
k
)  D. Let G
k
= (V;E
k
), then G
k
j
= G
k
  e
j
,
e
j
2 E
k
is a child of G
k
, provided e
j
\ X = ;, where X is the label of the arc incident
into any elder brother of k or elder brother of an ancestor of k.
The algorithm will use recursion and an auxiliary rooted tree Auxt that is built during the
execution of the program. This auxilary tree will be also used at any particular time of the
recursive algorithm to determine if a particular arc to be considered, is the arc incident into
any brother or elder brother of an ancestor of a vertex k, in order to avoid states duplication.
Each vertex label k of Auxt will contain all the information regarding the digraph G
k
, such as
the label of the father of k, the labels of the children of k, and the label of the corresponding
arcs.
Algorithm
Input: Original s-rooted digraph G, and diameter bound D.
Output: Source-to-all-terminal reliability R of G.
Data structures:
P(E). Represents the operational probabilities of the set of arcs E of the original digraph G,
and the operational probability of an arc e 2 E is denoted as p(e).
R. Global variable to represent the diameter-constrained reliability. Originally R = 0.
n. Number of vertices of original digraph G.
e. Number of arcs of the original graph G.
k. Current vertex being considered. This is a global variable and originally k = 0.
G
k
. Current digraph under consideration. Originally G
0
= G.
e
k
. Number of arcs of G
k
.
Auxt. Rooted tree auxiliary data structure. Originally Auxt contains only the vertex k = 0,
that represents the original graph G
0
= G.
Auxiliary Procedures:
1. AddAuxt (vertex l, vertex m, arc e
j
). This procedure will add an arc from vertex l into a
new vertex m of Auxt, whose label is e
j
.
2. bool CheckAuxt (vertex l, arc e
j
). This procedure will backtrack from vertex l to nd if
the arc e
j
is incident into any elder brother or ancestor's elder brother of a vertex l (we
assume that each vertex contains the label of its father). If that is the case will return
true, otherwise will return false. This routine is very eÆcient, since the longest possible
path from the root is of at most e arcs.
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Main Procedure:
CalcRel (int e
k
)
1. Let crntvrtx = k; current vertex of the rooted tree.
2. Apply Depth First Search to determine s; V -connectedness
or detect dicycles.
3. If (G
k
= (V;E
k
) is not s; V -connected) Return;
4. If (G
k
= (V;E
k
) is cyclic)
4.1. Let C = fe
1
; e
2
; : : : ; e
c
g be the arcs of a dicycle of G
k
.
4.2. For (e
i
2 C) do
4.2.1. If (CheckAuxt(crntvrtx,e
i
)==false)
4.2.1.1. Let k = k + 1;
4.2.1.2. AddAuxt(crntvrtx,k,e
i
);
4.2.1.3. CalcRel(e
k
  1);
4.3. Return;
5. Apply PERT to determine LP(G
k
);
6. If (G
k
= (V;E
k
) is acyclic and LP(G
k
) > D).
6.1. Let L = fe
1
; e
2
; : : : ; e
L
g be the arcs of a longest s; u-dipath of G
k
.
6.2. For (e
i
2 L) do
6.2.1. If (CheckAuxt(crntvrtx,e
i
)==false)
6.2.1.1. Let k = k + 1;
6.2.1.2. AddAuxt(crntvrtx,k,e
i
);
6.2.1.3. CalcRel(e
k
  1);
6.3. Return;
7. If (G
k
= (V;E
k
) is acyclic and LP(G
k
)  D).
7.1. Let R = R + ( 1)
e
k
 n+1

Q
e2E
k
p(e);
7.2. For (e 2 E
k
) do
7.2.1. If (CheckAuxt(crntvrtx,e
i
)==false)
7.2.1.1. Let k = k + 1;
7.2.1.2. AddAuxt(crntvrtx,k,e
i
);
7.2.1.3. CalcRel(e
k
  1);
7.3. Return;
Steps 4: and 6: represent a signicant reduction on the number of executable steps performed
by the above algorithm since many states are avoided, especially when the original digraph
contains several dicycles or D is small.
5 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we gave a characterization of the source-to-all-terminal diameter-constrained relia-
bility domination for digraphs. In addition we presented a rapid algorithm for the computation
of R
D;V
(G). These results represent a generalization of the classical all-terminal reliability
domination for digraphs.
The general case for arbitrary number of terminal vertices remains open, but empirical
results lead to conjecture that for a digraph G = (V;E), d
D;K
(G) = ( 1)
jEj jV j 1
if G is an
acyclic D;K-digraph whose longest s; u-dipath is of length D or less; and that if that is not
the case, then d
D;K
(G) = 0.
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